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Abstract: The fluid-gravity correspondence documents a precise mathematical map between a class of dynamical spacetime solutions of the Einstein field equations of gravity and the dynamics of its corresponding dual fluid flows governed by the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations of hydrodynamics. This striking connection has been explored in several dynamicsbased approaches and has surfaced in various forms over the past four decades. In a recent construction, it has been shown that the manifold properties of geometric duals are in fact intimately connected to the dynamics of incompressible fluids, thus bypassing the conventional on-shell standpoints. Following such a prescription, we construct the geometrical description that effectively captures the dynamics of an uniformly rotating, incompressible NS fluid. We propose the gravitational dual(s) described by bulk metric(s) in (p + 2)dimensions such that the equations of parallel transport of an appropriately defined bulk velocity vector field when projected onto an induced timelike hypersurface require that the incompressible NS equation of an overall uniformly rotating fluid be satisfied at the relevant perturbative order in (p + 1)-dimensions. We argue that free fluid flows on manifold(s) described by the proposed metric(s) can be effectively considered as an equivalent theory of the overall uniformly rotating, non-relativistic viscous fluid dynamics. We also present suggestive insights as to how space-time rotation parameters encode information pertaining to inertial effects in the corresponding uniformly rotating fluid dual. 
INTRODUCTION
The non relativistic incompressible Navier-Stokes (NS) equation [1, 2] v + v.∇ v + ∇P − η∇ 2 v = 0 , (1.1) paper [34] , a new formalism was established to understand the fluid-gravity correspondence from a different standpoint. Rather than relating the dynamics of gravity to those of fluid equations as carried out in previous approaches, it was shown that the manifold properties are intimately related to the dynamics of incompressible fluids. Very interestingly, the incompressible NS equations of fluid dynamics are shown to be regarded as the dynamical equations of parallel transport of an appropriately chosen bulk velocity field along its own direction projected on a timelike hypersurface in a particular manifold defined by a chosen metric. The incompressibility condition is shown to naturally arise from the vanishing of the expansion parameter corresponding to the fluid velocity field. This approach to the fluid-gravity correspondence is completely different from existing works in this direction. Additionally, the Einstein field equations are not used explicitly in constructing the formalism and is thus regarded as an off-shell description to the fluid-gravity correspondence. This work [34] essentially forms the basis of the current paper which attempts to construct a gravitational dual of the incompressible NS equation in a rotating frame, the details of which are discussed in the following paragraphs.
The notations used throughout the paper are clarified as follows. All lowercase Latin letters denote the bulk spacetime coordinate indices and run from a, b = 0, . . . , p + 1. The uppercase Latin letters denote the transverse coordinates intrinsic to the hypersurface(i.e., the angular sector of the metric) and they run from A, B = 2, . . . , p + 1 as the labels 0 and 1 have been chosen for time and radial coordinates, respectively.
OUTLINE OF THE PAPER : A brief review on incompressible NS in rotating frame and motivation
The incompressible NS equation in an inertial frame of reference (1.1) takes the following form in index notation
where the v ′ A denotes the fluid velocity with respect to an inertial coordinate system (τ ′ , {x ′ A }). All the derivatives are with respect to this primed inertial coordinate system. However for an overall uniformly rotating fluid, inertial effects (like the Coriolis and the centrifugal force) need to be accounted for in the above equation when dealing with the dynamics of the fluid. The dynamics of such a fluid can be studied by going to a frame that rotates with the same angular velocity of the overall uniformly rotating viscous fluid. The coordinates of the fluid element with respect to the rotating frame are designated as (τ, {x A }). The transformations of the position vectors, the velocities and the accelerations of the fluid element between the rotating frame and the inertial frame are given respectively via the relations,
where Ω is the uniform angular velocity of the rotating frame. R denotes the general time dependent rotation matrix about any arbitrary plane. The centrifugal acceleration is given via Ω × (Ω × x) and the Coriolis acceleration via 2(Ω × v). Thus the incompressible NS equation for a uniformly rotating non relativistic viscous fluid system (with no external forces) can be written as,
where the Coriolis force is identified as −2(Ω×v) and the centrifugal force as −Ω×(Ω×x).
The centrifugal force term can be identified as the gradient of a certain centrifugal potential (on the assumption that the origin of the rotating coordinate system lies on the axis of rotation) which can then be incorporated inside the dynamical fluid pressure P to identify an effective pressure term P eff [1] . The effective pressure P eff can then be identified as,
Thus, another form of the NS equation in the rotating frame is
The details of this derivation can be followed from [1] and [2] .
In the above we found that the NS equation can be casted in two forms (2.3) and (2.5). Here, we attempt to construct the gravitational dual of both of them, in the manifold based approach to the fluid-gravity correspondence as established in [34] . Our main target will be to construct metrics which will lead to the NS equations when the parallel transport equation of a suitably chosen velocity vector is projected on the timelike hypersurface of these metrics. We first concentrate on finding dual of Eq. (2.3) and then for Eq. (2.5). We shall observe that, although the above two equations represent the same NS equation, the manifolds are distinctly different. However the formalism of [34] on both these distinct metrics yield equivalently the NS equations for an overall uniformly rotating fluid dual.
Our basic organization of the paper is roughly as follows. In section 4 and 5 respectively, we begin by proposing two different bulk metrics in (p + 2)-dimensions on which we consider the equations of parallel transport of an appropriately defined velocity vector field. We then show in subsections 4.1 and 5.1 that the projection of the parallel transport equations onto a timelike induced hypersurface require that the rotating fluid dynamical NS equations be satisfied in (p + 1)-dimensions. In subsections 4.2 and 5.2 we then show that the incompressibility condition of the uniformly rotating fluid derives from a vanishing expansion parameter θ when projected onto the same timelike induced hypersurface. We also identify the connections between the rotation parameter(s) on the gravity side and those in its rotating fluid counterpart. The next section 6 shares further insights into the construction of the two proposed bulk metrics which are genuinely curved backgrounds.
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In the final section 7, we discuss the consequences of the two different gravity/metric duals we obtain for an uniformly rotating fluid in this parallel transport framework of the fluid-gravity correspondence and offer a few concluding remarks. The computation of the inverse(s) of the (p + 2)-dimensional bulk metric(s), the relevant connection coefficients, the order-wise calculations of the projected parallel transport equations and that of the expansion parameter θ are explicitly detailed out in the appendices A, B, C, D, E and F.
SCALE INVARIANCE OF THE FLUID DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS
We will propose two different metrics that effectively capture the dynamics of the viscous, uniformly rotating fluid system. Without using the Einstein field equations, we will simply project the parallel transport equation of an approporiately chosen bulk velocity field onto a specific chosen hypersurface for both of these metrics. Our main results, the specific forms of the manifolds, will be obtained based on the scaling invariance of the NS equation. Therefore, in the below, we start the section by a discussion on this.
The incompressible NS equation (1.1) satifies a well known scaling symmetry that is briefly stated as follows. If the solution space (v A , P ) of the incompressible NS equation is scaled down by a certain hydrodynamic parameter ǫ as, 
The justification of this comes from the fact that angular velocity has the dimensions of the inverse of time τ . Since for the scale invariance, τ scales as order O(ǫ −2 ), hence the components of the angular velocity scale as order O(ǫ 2 ). Thus via the hydrodynamic scaling ǫ we can generate a class of solutions parametrized by (v ǫ A , P ǫ ). The hydrodynamic scalings of the dynamical variables, the constant angular velocity components along the spatial and temporal derivatives follow as,
FLUID DYNAMICS VIA PARALLEL TRANSPORT: Choice I
For the proposed metric we follow the methodology applied in [15] and lay out the metric order by order in terms of the hydrodynamic scaling paremeter ǫ.
We propose a metric of the form
The metric is written in such a way that the first line is of the order O(ǫ 0 ) and is simply the flat Rindler metric written in ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, the second line is the order O(ǫ 1 ),the third line is of order O(ǫ 2 ) and the fourth line is of the order O(ǫ 3 ). a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and a 4 serve as constants whose values will be fixed later. We impose as a condition that β A scales as order ǫ 1 . The present metric matches with the proposed metric in [34] (with a 3 set to zero) if we set the constants here a 3 and a 4 as well as β A equal to zero. The metric expanded to order O(ǫ 2 ) serves as the base metric upon which the perturbation at order O(ǫ 3 ) has been added. Initially, at this metric level, the set {Ω A } are just some uniform components that we demand to scale as order O(ǫ 2 ). No identification of {Ω A } at this point can be made with the overall uniform angular velocity components of the fluid to be described. Same goes for the set {β A }. Similarly, at the metric level, the fields P (τ, x A ) and {v A (τ, x B )} are not to be initially identified with the pressure perturbations and the velocity components of the fluid. All that we require at this metric level is that the fields P (τ, x A ) and {v A (τ, x B )} scale as order O(ǫ 2 ) and O(ǫ 1 ) respectively in terms of the hydrodynamic scaling parameter ǫ. The analogy/correspondence will emerge only after the formal machinery of the projection of the parallel transport equation has been applied. The physical interpretation behind the construction of such a metric is explained now. We consider the effect of the following coordinate transformation on a 4D Minkowski metric ds 2 = η ab dx a dx b with η := diag{−1, +1, +1, +1} and {x a } := {t, x, y, z},
Under the effect of the following coordinate transformation where ω is a constant, the Minkowski metric becomes,
It can be verified that in the non relativistic limit, the geodesic equation of motion in this manifold reduces to the usual Newton's laws for a free particle in a rotating frame, incorporating both the Coriolis and the centrifugal effects. Taking hints from the above construction we see that there ought to be coefficients of dτ dx A in our proposed metric -6 -that are of the order O(ǫ) and so should be terms of order O(ǫ 2 ) containing dτ 2 . In our proposed metric, β A is, at this level a function of (τ, x A ). However Ω in our proposed metric is uniform and hence independent of τ , r and {x A }. It must be reminded that this is just a formal analogical way of proposing the present metric (4.1). A pertinent question might appear as to the emergence of the extra parameter β A in the proposed metric (4.1). It will be shown later after the formal machinery (of parallel transport) has been applied, that {Ω A } and {β A } will be demanded to be dependent on each other for consistency.
We assume for the moment that in (4.1) f (r) and g(r) are smooth functions of only the radial coordinate with the imposition that f (r = r c ) = 0 and g(r = r c ) = 0. Here we also mention that r = r c is the location of the timelike hypersurface (in the bulk manifold) that we are interested in. The location is at any finite distance between the horizon r = 0 and radial infinity. The base bulk metric here is
to the order ǫ 3 has been applied. We denote the perturbation as h
ab . As a result, the base bulk metric is curved, which can be checked by calculating the components of the Riemann curvature tensor R a bcd . The fields P (τ, x A ) and v A (τ, x A ) are independent of the radial coordinate r. We shall show that the perturbation h (3) ab in the proposed metric contains information about all the forcing terms in the Navier-Stokes equation for an uniformly rotating viscous incompressible fluid. This proposed metric acts as the metric/gravity dual to the nonrelativistic fluid dynamical equations written in a rotating coordinate system. Projecting the parallel transport equation of a free fluid in this given spacetime along its own velocity field direction onto the timelike hypersurface r = r c , we obtain the corresponding fluid dynamical equation (in the process losing general covariance).
Parallel transport of the velocity field
All the kinematical and the dynamical quantities of interest to us (which are defined for the entire spacetime manifold) will be projected onto the r = r c timelike hypersurface. The projection tensor onto the hypersurface r = r c is given by,
where n a is the unit normal on this hypersurface. The hypersurface being timelike, its unit normal satisfies n a n a = +1(spacelike unit normal). Since the base bulk metric is of the -7 -order O(ǫ 2 ), the computation of n a (on the r = r c hypersurface) yields,
The calculation for the components of the normal to the hypersurface has been carried upto O(ǫ 2 ). The components of the projection tensor (to order O(ǫ 2 )) on the r = r c slice follow as
Raising these covariant projectors via the inverse metric tensor g ab (see Appendix A), we obtain the contravariant components of the projection tensor to the hypersurface r = r c upto the order O(ǫ 2 ) as,
Now in the given spacetime manifold we define a bulk velocity field as v a = (1, 0, v A ), such that there is no flow in the radial direction. As demanded earlier we project the dynamics defined by the parallel transport equation for the given velocity field onto the timelike hypersurface r = r c . The velocity field being parallel transported in its own direction is
The projection of this parallel transport equation onto the timelike hypersurface r = r c is,
Setting the free index c as τ , we obtain the left hand side (LHS) of (4.11) on the hypersurface r = r c of (4.1) as,
The evaluation of this equation (4.12) yields zero at orders O(ǫ 0 ), O(ǫ 1 ), O(ǫ 2 ) and O(ǫ 3 ), which has been detailed out in Appendix C. Hence the projected parallel transport equation on the r = r c hypersurface with the free index c = τ is trivially satisfied upto order O(ǫ 3 ). We next turn our attention to the free index c = r and have the following L.H.S of (4.11) as,
Evaluating (4.13) order by order, we see that it vanishes at O(ǫ 0 ), O(ǫ 1 ) and O(ǫ 3 ). However at O(ǫ 2 ), (4.13) yields a quantity proportional to f 2 (rc) rc + 2f (r c )g(r c ) + r c g 2 (r c ). The details are listed in Appendix C. The imposition of (4.11) implies,
the consequence of which we obtain g(r c ) = − f (rc) rc , which has to be staisfied on the r = r c timelike slice.
At this point we find out the covariant components of the velocity field. The contravariant components were defined as v a = (1, 0, v A ). The covariant components of the velocity field (lowered via the base bulk metric) are,
We finally look at the projection of the parallel transport equation (4.11) with the free index c = A. As a consequence we obtain for the LHS of (4.11),
Evaluating (4.16) order by order, we see that it vanishes at O(ǫ 0 ), O(ǫ 1 ) and O(ǫ 2 ). Evaluation of the above equation on the r = r c cut-off hypersurface at O(ǫ 3 ), yields (see Appendix C for details),
The validity of (4.11) with the free index c = A at order O(ǫ 3 ) imposes the requirement,
So finally having arrived at (4.18), we want its correspondence to be made with (2.3) ( where v denotes the velocity of the fluid element with respect to the rotating frame). It is at this level that we start making the necessary identifications between the quantities in the (p + 2) dimensional manifold sector and the respective quantities in the (p + 1) dimensional fluid dynamics sector. In order to make this parallel evident, the following identifications need to made. The fields P (τ, x A ) and {v A (τ, x B )} in the manifold sector (that scaled as order O(ǫ 2 ) and O(ǫ) respectively) are indeed the pressure perturbation and the velocity field on the fluid sector. In the same way, we identify that the component Ω A on the gravity side is equivalent to the uniform overall angular velocity of the fluid. We also identify that the uniform angular velocity components are related to the components {β A } via,
as a result of which we can write
We hence see that at the metric level the components {β A } are not free parameters, but rather contrained on {Ω A }. We can further constrain the functional form of β via the fact that (2.3) represents the NS equation for a uniformly rotating fluid. Hence we demand that the funtional form of β ought to be such that Ω is a constant vector. One particular solution of (4.20) is
where φ(τ ) is any arbitray function of τ . We then constrain the functional form of f (r) on the cutoff hypersurface as f (r c ) = −2 as a result of which g(r c ) = 2 rc . Identifying the constants a i 's in the proposed metric as (4.1) as,
and the kinematic viscosity term η as η = r c , (4.18) formalizes to, 
which is identical to (2.3). The above equation (4.24) is the Navier-Stokes equation for a non relativistic, overall rotating viscous fluid, with the last two terms being the inertial Coriolis and the centrifugal forces respectively, generated as a consequence of the relative fluid motion described in the rotating coordinate system. Thus the inertial effects of the Coriolis and the centrifugal force are codified inside the proposed metric dual. Again passing by we mention that the centrifugal force can be expressed as the gradient of a certain centrifugal potential,
to identify an effective pressure P eff as ,
thus obtaining (2.5) in the process.
Incompressibility condition from expansion scalar
Now in order to quantify the incompressibility condition of the fluid on the dual metric side we look at the deviation tensor of the geodesic congruence of the bulk velocity field and then project it on the r = r c hypersurface. We demand that this relevant quantity must vanish in analogy to the fact that on the fluid side incompressibility implies density perturbations being zero over the continuum macroscopic scales. So we consider the tensor field ∇ b v a , which is the deviation of the geodesic fluid flow and then project this deviation tensor onto the r = r c timelike hypersurface. Basically we evaluate the term Θ = γ ab (∇ b v a )| r=rc which is the expansion scalar as seen on the timelike cut-off surface r = r c . We shall see that the vanishing of this expansion scalar necessarily implies the incompressibility condition. The corresponding projectors have been listed in (4.9). Hence expanding we have,
Evaluation of the right hand side (RHS) of (4.27), reveals that it vanishes at orders O(ǫ 0 ), O(ǫ 1 ) and O(ǫ 3 ) (see Appendix E for details). The second order term O(ǫ 2 ) implies (see Appendix E),
We impose the condition for the vanishing of the expansion scalar as evaluated on the r = r c cut-off hypersurface upto order O(ǫ 3 ). This implies the incompressibility condition,
This is perhaps physically intuitive as the expansion scalar contains information as to the expansion or the compression of the bulk geodesic velocity element and its vanishing simply translates to the incompressibility condition on the fluid side.
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FLUID DYNAMICS VIA PARALLEL TRANSPORT: Choice II
Again taking only the hydrodynamical scaling information from the fluid dynamical side (3.3), we construct another metric expanded order by order in terms of the hydrodynamic scaling parameter ǫ. We propose a metric of the form,
The present metric again matches with the proposed metric in [34] (with a 3 being zero) provided β A has been set to zero. The first line is of order O(ǫ 0 ) and is again the base Rindler metric, the second line is of order O(ǫ 1 ) and the third line being of order O(ǫ 3 ). Here we reiterate that β A (τ, x B ) scales as order O(ǫ 1 ) and at the metric level no concrete connection can be made between β A and the uniform angular velocity component Ω A of the fluid side. However intuitively, β A can be recognised along the lines of a "rotation" parameter of the spacetime. This has been done in analogy with the concept of frame dragging of inertial coordinates. If we assume for the moment that all the metric coefficients are independent of the τ coordinate (i.e the metric becomes stationary) and the [A] angular coordinate, then frame dragging becomes a generic feature in such stationary spacetimes where g τ [A] = 0. The parentheses on [A] imply selecting only one angular coordinate A, out of the p ones. For such a metric, there will be two conserved quantities p τ and p [A] . The angular velocity of a particle dropped along the radial direction with zero conjugate momentum corresponding to the [A] angular coordinate (p
p τ = ω(r,Ā) = 0, whereĀ refers to all the other angular coordinates without the single chosen [A] coordinate. So a particle dropped radially, will acquire a non zero angular velocity. If we think passively about the particle being described in some local inertial frame where it is spatially at rest, then such inertial frames should be rotating with an angular velocity ω(r,Ā), and hence we say that inertial frames are dragged in this spacetime. It is in this sense that β A , which in general is a function of (τ, x A ) is identified as a parameter that describes the rotation of the above mentioned spacetime. The same conditions on f (r c ) and g(r c ) hold as did for metric choice I (4.1). Same condition holds for the location of the timelike cut-off slice r = r c . However in (5.1), P eff (τ, x A ) is a modification of the field P (τ, x A ) as presented in (4.1). However we do demand that this modification is consistent with the scaling argument, i.e. P eff (τ, x A ) scales as order O(ǫ 2 ). We will at the end of the analysis decide what exact modification needs to be applied to P eff so that the duality between the manifold side and the fluid side is evident. The base bulk metric here is
ab . As a result, the base bulk metric is curved, which can be checked by calculating the components of the Riemann curvature tensor R a bcd .
Parallel transport of the velocity field
The base bulk metric for the metric proposal (5.1) being written to order O(ǫ), the unit normal on the r = r c timelike slice is evaluated to order first order in ǫ. The computation yields,
The tilde underneath 0, refers to all the angular components of the normal being zero. The components of the projection tensor (to order O(ǫ)) on the r = r c slice follow as
The contravariant components to order O(ǫ) on raising via the metric are,
Again for this proposed manifold defined via the metric (5.1), we define a bulk velocity field as v a = (1, 0, v A ). We follow exactly the same algorithm as done for the metric choice I. The relevant information about the inverse metric components and the Christoffel symbols for the metric choice II have been listed in the Appendix (B).
Setting the free index c as τ , for the metric (5.1), we evaluate the L.H.S of (4.11) order by order till O(ǫ 3 ). We see that the L.H.S vanishes at O(ǫ 0 ), O(ǫ 1 ), O(ǫ 2 ) and O(ǫ 3 ), which has been detailed out in appendix (D). Hence for the choice of the metric (5.1), the projection of the parallel transport equation on the r = r c hypersurface is validated trivially.
Next, we look at the L.H.S of (4.11) for the free index c = r. Evaluating, we find again that it vanishes at O(ǫ 0 ), O(ǫ 1 ) and O(ǫ 3 ). However at O(ǫ 2 ) we have terms proportional to f 2 (rc) rc + 2f (r c )g(r c ) + r c g 2 (r c ). We are again presented with the same consistency condition on f (r c ) and g(r c ) for (4.11) to be valid i.e g(r c ) = − f (rc) rc , which has to be satisfied on the r = r c timelike slice.
The covariant components of the velocity field (lowered via the base bulk metric) to 
For (4.11) to be valid, we demand that,
So having arrived at (5.9), we want its correspondence to be made with (2.5). As before we identify the field v A (τ, x B ) written at the metric level, to be indeed the velocity field of the fluid that needs to be described. In the same footing, we identify that the uniform angular velocity of the fluid system is related to the "rotation parameter" {β A } on the gravity side via,
as a result of which we can establish the analogy,
We constrain the functional form of f (r) on the cutoff hypersurface as f (r c ) = −2 as a result of which g(r c ) = 2 rc . Identifying the constants a i 's in the proposed metric as (4.1) as, 12) and the kinematic viscosity term η as η = r c , (4.18) formalizes to,
So finally our correspondance with (4.23) and (2.5) would be complete if we finalize the interpretion of P eff . We demand that,
All the raisings and lowerings to the modification (in P ) are done via the Euclidean metric. The added term to P i.e − 1 2 2 , where x denotes the transverse coordinates on the r = r c hypersurface i.e it is the position vector of the velocity element on the cut-off hypersurface and is in accordance to (2.4) . The term − 1 2 (Ω × x) 2 is identified as the centrifugal potential that needs to be added to the dynamical pressure to provide the effective pressure P eff . We can clearly see here that P eff scales as order O(ǫ 2 ).
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The above equation (5.13) is the Navier-Stokes equation for a non relativistic, overall rotating viscous fluid, with the last term being the inertial Coriolis force, 2(v×Ω), generated as a consequence of relative fluid velocity described in the rotating coordinate system. Thus the inertial effects of the Coriolis and the centrifugal force are codified inside the proposed metric dual.
Incompressibility condition from expansion scalar
We go ahead as done previously to calculate the term Θ = γ ab (∇ b v a )| r=rc which is the expansion scalar as seen on the timelike cut-off surface r = r c for the manifold defined by (5.1).The corresponding projectors have been listed in (5.6) . Hence expanding, we have,
Neglecting terms of order greater than O(ǫ 3 ), the above equation (5.15) simplifies as,
Evaluation of the right hand side (RHS) of (4.27), reveals that it vanishes at orders O(ǫ 0 ), O(ǫ 1 ) and O(ǫ 3 ) (see Appendix E for a derivation). The second order term O(ǫ 2 ) implies (see Appendix F),
CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROPOSED METRICS: A different interpretation
Now we propose to construct our two proposed metrics by a coordinate transformation on their respective base bulk metrics over which the perturbation at O(ǫ 3 ) has been added to incorporate the forcing terms. About any event P in the manifold we employ the following coordinate transformations,x
is an 3 indexed component with b, c taking values of either τ and r. We impose that ξ
for the metric choice I (4.1) and
for the metric choice II (5.1) such that the event P is taken to be the origin of both the coordinate systems and where λ is simply a constant that shall be fixed in due course. So induction of these coordinate transformations on the initial base metric(s) which are genuinely curved do not hence change the overall structure of the spacetime. This is because the change in the Riemann curvature tensor R a bcd due to these coordinate transformations occur at O(ǫ 4 ). As a result we have, for the first metric,
Similarly for the second choice of the metric we have,
Imposing the above transformations (6.1) on the base metric written to the second order (4.4), we have,
Imposing the above transformations (6.1) on the base metric written to the first order (5.2), we have,
Setting the value of λ = −1, we obtain our proposed metrics upto O(ǫ 3 ). So the effect of the forcing terms via the perturbation h 2) respectively, undergoing trajectories defined via (6.1). Hence at least at the structural level, the original spacetimes (4.1) and (5.1) and the spacetimes (4.4) and (5.2) respectively as observed by an observer following the trajectory (6.1) are inherently not different from each other at least to order O(ǫ 3 ).
DISCUSSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We summarize our calculations as follows. We have proposed two bulk metrics in (p + 2) dimensions such that the base bulk metrics that act as the background are genuinely curved manifolds. To the zeroth order in the hydrodynamic parameter ǫ, the background is essentially the flat Rindler spacetime for both the spacetimes. Onto this background is added the perturbation h
ab at O(ǫ 3 ) which contains the information about both the pressure P (τ, x A ) and the velocity v A (τ, x B ) fields. The perturbation contains all the "forcing" terms i.e the forces due to pressure gradients and the viscous effect. We then choose a bulk velocity vector field contained in this bulk spacetime defined as v a = (1, 0, v A ) . Our basic formalism involves the fact that this appropriately chosen bulk velocity field is actually a geodesic flow i.e it is parallel transported along the integral curves of this vector field as evident from (4.10). We look at the projection of this parallel transport equation on a specific safely chosen r = r c timelike hypersurface such that the location of the slice is away from the horizon (at r = 0) and r → ∞ as shown in (4.11) . Demanding the consistency of the projection of this parallel transport equation onto the r = r c hypersurface to be evident till order O(ǫ 3 ) (since the metric has been constructed to O(ǫ 3 )), requires that the incompressible NS equation of an overall uniformly rotating fluid be satisfied at O(ǫ 3 ) along with the consistency conditions on f (r c ) and g(r c ) being generated at O(ǫ 2 ). The relevant centrifugal force is generated at order O(ǫ 3 ) (via the parallel transport formalism) in the computation of the Christoffel connection component Γ A τ τ . Similarly, the Coriolis force is generated via the component Γ A τ B . We then go ahead to show that demanding a vanishing expansion scalar for the bulk velocity field defined in the spacetime (as seen from the r = r c slice) leads to the incompressibility condition for the uniformly rotating viscous fluid. Finally we come up with the systematics of constructing the proposed metrics (4.1) and (5.1)via a coordinate transformation on the base bulk metrics.
In the previous work [34] , the authors had proposed a metric dual to the incompressible nonrelativistic NS equation that contained (within the metric) all information about the forcing terms i.e the forces of pressure gradient and the viscous effects. In that work, the analogy was of the correspondence between the dynamics of a viscous, non relativistic incompressible fluid in the Minkowski flat spacetime (described by the NS equation) with the dynamics of a free fluid (described by the parallel transport equation) residing in a manifold given by a proposed choice of metric. The present work is an extension based on the formalism proposed in the earlier paper [34] . Here however the two proposed metrics are distinctly different along with the fact that the base bulk metric(s) are no longer flat (4.4) and (5.2) . Similarly there are additional terms that occur in the perturation at order O(ǫ 3 ) for the two proposed metrics. The present two metrics contain all the effects of the forcing -17 -terms along with bringing in the centrifugal and the Coriolis forces. This is because of the analogy that needs to be setup between the dynamics of an overall rotating incompressible viscous fluid with that of a free bulk fluid (being parallel transported along its own geodesic integral curves) residing in a manifold given by the proposed two metrics (4.1) and (5.1). When the overall uniformly rotating viscous fluid is to be described in a rotating coordinate system, then the metric is no longer diagonal in structure but rather involves cross terms between the temporal and spatial coordinates. On the dual metric side the effect of rotation is induced by the "rotation parameter" {β A } which causes the base bulk metric to be no longer flat. Projection of the parallel transport equation of the appropriately chosen bulk fluid velocity field on the r = r c timelike slice gives rise to the required dynamics on the fluid side with the additional Coriolis and centrifugal forces being generated. The forcing terms of pressure and viscosity are encoded in h (3) ab of the proposed metrics. We can hence gain some new perspectives into the dynamical structure of the incompressible NS fluid equations relative to a rotating coordinate system. Rewriting them in the F = ma form,
where the L.H.S is the total derivative for the velocity of the fluid element relative to the rotating system. The R.H.S contains the regular forcing terms due to pressure and viscosity along with the additional inertial centrifugal and Coriolis forces due to the system being described in a rotating frame. As is evident from (4.17), these forcing terms along with the inertial forces essentially arise from the evaluation of the relevant Christoffel symbols for the metric (4.1) and (5.1). In the previous paper by the authors [34] , all the forcing terms were built inside the perturbation h
ab . Here, in this paper for the metric choice I the pressure and the viscous forces are generated from h (3) ab . The centrifugal force is generated through the metric component g (2) τ τ . The Coriolis force is generated from the rotation parameter β(τ, x A ) that shows its effect in the metric at order O(ǫ). So if we were to "switch-off" this perturbation of the fields by putting P (τ, x A ) = 0 and v A (τ, x A ) = 0, then we would have a "forcing-free" fluid as described relative to a rotating coordinate system i.e
Similarly, for the metric choice II, the dynamical pressure (along with the centrifugal forces) and the viscous forces are incorporated in h
ab of the metric. The Coriolis force is again generated from the rotation parameter β(τ, x A ) at order O(ǫ) in the metric. Hence the correspondence is that of a viscous incompressible fluid residing in a flat spacetime (however not Minkowski in structure) being dynamically equivalent to the geodesic flow of a free fluid (appropriately defined) in a curved manifold defined via (4.1) or (5.1) . This actually in a sense parallels the interpretation where the dynamics of a particle interacting in a static gravitational field is locally indistinguishable from an equivalent accelerated frame, which has been expounded in [35] (refer to Sec. 3.3 of this book).
Hence we have observed that the present two metrics in this paper account for all the forcing as well as the inertial terms of the NS equation. Hence the behaviour of a free fluid in the proposed metrics can be considered as an equivalent theory of the overall rotating non-relativistic viscous fluid dynamics. As a result a strong parallel can be brought in between this present analysis and the equivalence principle of gravity where an appropriate accelerated frame can locally mimic gravity. Thus the duality presented here can be a dictionary between calculations on both the sides. Any calculation that may be hard to extract on the fluid side (of the rotating incompressible viscous flow) of the NS equation can be reflected by calculation on a free fluid in the proposed metric spacetime (which incorporates both the effects of the forcing and the inertial effects) or vice versa. As a suggestive interpretation these metrics can be thought of as a complete geometrical description of the rotating NS equation.
We have as a consequence of the projection of the parallel transport equation on the induced timelike hypersurface, the NS equation. In fact any corresponding alteration to the rotating NS equation at one's own convenience can be supplemented with corresponding term(s) on the metric side and the present algorithm would yield for the person his/her choice of equation. That is, one can add corrections to the NS equation and construct the dual metric easily. So the question naturally arises as to why we are fixated on the NS equation written in the rotating frame in our analysis. This is simply because we are in the purview of the non-relativistic regime and the hydrodynamic limit(ǫ → 0). In this regime, the incompressible NS equation is universally the hydrodynamic limit to essentially any fluid system. Any corrections that can be thought of either coming from kinetic theory or from the theory of strongly coupled fluids will necessarily get scaled away in this limit. We have hence constructed/formulated two metric duals to a uniformly rotating viscous fluid in this particular limit and singled out the rotating NS equation as a consequence of parallel transport on these curved manifolds.
We again stress at this point reminding that in the present analysis the Einstein's equation have not been used to bring the correspondence between fluid dynamics and gravitational dynamics. In most of the earlier interpretations of fluid/gravity correspondance the Einstein's equation played a pivotal role. In the holographic approach to fluid/gravity correspondence, where the Einstein's equation was interpreted as the NS equation on a timelike slice is actually one of the possible ways to bring about this correpondence. There is absolutely no requirement that the Einstein's equation have to be used to connect the dynamics of both these two sectors. We have shown in our analyis, this correspondence using the parallel transport equation as our guiding principle. Hence, our approach can be designated as an off-shell approach to fluid/gravity correspondence.
Finally, we mention that the above formalism can be extended to yield the Damour NS equation for an overall rotating fluid if we modify the proposed metric by adding a certain term to h (3) ab for both the metrics. The term at order O(ǫ 3 ) that does the job is − 2 rc ∂ A v 2 . Following the exact same formalism outlined here, the rotating Damour NS equation has the form,
Overall we hope that the present discussion will shed more light to the subject of fluidgravity correspondence as it provides a new way of investigation.
At the following orders of the hydrodynamic expansion parameter, we have the R.H.S as,
Next, we consider the projected parallel transport equation with the free index c = r (4.13),
Expanding them order by order in terms of the hydrodynamic scaling parameter ǫ, we obtain the R.H.S as,
In a similar fashion we consider the projection of the parallel transport eqution on the r = r c cutoff hypersurfave with the free index c = A i.e (4.16) .
Expanding the above equation order by order in terms of ǫ, we have the corresponding set,
D Projected parallel transport equation (4.11) upto O(ǫ 3 ) order for metric choice II
We first consider the projected autoparallel equation with the free index c = τ (4.12), 
Next, we consider the projected parallel transport equation with the free index c = r (4.13), 
(D.10)
In a similar fashion we consider the projection of the parallel transport equation on the r = r c cutoff hypersurfave with the free index c = A i.e (4.16). The expansion scalar as derived on the cut-off hypersurface r = r c has the following form,
Evaluating "expression 1" from (E.1), with the relevant Γ's obtained in Appendix A we find its leading order to be O(ǫ 4 ). Similarly, the leading order contribution in "expression 2" hits at O(ǫ 4 ). The leading order behaviour of "expression 3" occurs at O(ǫ 2 ) and is equivalent to ∂ A v A and it vanishes at O(ǫ 3 ).
F Calculation of expansion scalar Θ (5.16) upto O(ǫ 3 ) order for choice II
The "expansion parameter" as derived on the cut-off hypersurface r = r c had the following form,
Evaluating "expression 1" from (F.1), with the relevant Γ's obtained in Appendix A we find its leading order to be O(ǫ 4 ). Similarly, the leading order contribution in "expression 2" hits at O(ǫ 4 ). The leading order behaviour of "expression 3" occurs at O(ǫ 2 ) and is equivalent to ∂ A v A and it vanishes at O(ǫ 3 ).
